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Abstract

Two experiments examined the influence of phonologically similar neighbors on articulation of words’ initial stop consonants in order to investigate the conditions under which lexically-conditioned phonetic variation arises. In Experiment 1, participants produced words in isolation. Results showed that the voice-onset time (VOT) of a target’s initial voiceless stop was predicted by its overall neighborhood density, but not by its having a voicing minimal pair. In Experiment 2, participants read aloud the same targets after semantically predictive sentence contexts and after neutral sentence contexts. Results showed that, although VOTs were shorter in words produced after predictive contexts, the neighborhood density effect on VOT production persisted irrespective of context. These findings suggest that global competition from a word’s neighborhood affects spoken word production independently of contextual modulation and support models in which activation cascades automatically and obligatorily among all of a selected target word’s phonological neighbors during acoustic–phonetic encoding.

Introduction

The phonetic realization of a segment varies considerably depending on many factors, including properties of the word in which the segment occurs. Investigating the sources of such systematic variation can reveal features of the cognitive architecture underlying spoken language production. Recent research has explored the ways in which a word’s acoustic properties are influenced by lexical-level information such as its frequency or its relation to other words, a phenomenon known as lexically-conditioned phonetic variation. For instance, Baese-Berk and Goldrick (2009) showed that words that have word-initial voicing minimal pairs (MP words; e.g., cake, /skeɪk/ is not an English word) were produced with significantly longer voice-onset times (VOTs) for their initial stops compared to words that do not have word-initial voicing minimal pairs (NMP words; e.g., geke, /s'gek/ is not an English word). This result exemplifies a body of work indicating that how a target word is pronounced depends on its phonological relationships to other words in the lexicon; the mere existence of similar words in a language can influence acoustic dimensions of a spoken target (Munson, 2007; Munson & Solomon, 2004; Scarborough, 2010, 2012, 2013; Wright, 2004).

While this general class of findings is robust, more work is needed to delineate the parameters that govern the influence of lexical-level information on acoustic–phonetic encoding during spoken word production. Put another way, it is clear that phonologically similar neighbors influence the production of a target word, but less well understood are the conditions that determine whether and/or when neighbors can influence different aspects of spoken word production. A better understanding of this issue...
would provide important constraints for models of spoken word production. The current study aimed to examine this issue by probing two questions regarding the conditions under which phonological neighbors can influence a target word’s initial voicing.

Firstly, to what extent is a neighbor’s influence on a target’s production context-specific? In particular, can the degree of lengthening of the VOT of the initial /k/ in cape (cf. Baese-Berk & Goldrick, 2009) be attributed to the existence of a voicing contrast in the lexicon (gape), or, alternatively, to the combined influence of its entire neighborhood (gape, tape, cane, cope...)? If VOT is associated with the presence or absence of a minimal pair competitor that contrasts on initial voicing, this could lend support to models of spoken word production in which articulatory implementation of a target word is highly dependent on its particular phonological relationships to each of its neighbors. On the other hand, the latter case would support models in which all phonologically related neighbors (rather than just a particularly proximal competitor) contribute to the processes that drive variation in the articulation of voicing.

Secondly, to what extent is a neighbor’s influence on a target’s production context-sensitive? The phonological relationships between any given target word and its neighbors might be considered a relatively static influence on the target’s articulation – for adult speakers of a language, the network structure of the lexicon is relatively stable. However, speech production outside the laboratory occurs within the context of dynamic patterns of language use. When speakers produce a word in context, how might that context modulate a neighbor’s influence on the target’s ultimate acoustic realization? One possibility is that a predictive semantic context (e.g., Superman tried to fly away but the phone booth door shut on his long red...) will boost the activation of a target (cape) relative to less contextually supported phonological competitors (e.g., gape, tape), or the context might reduce or restrict activation of words that are unlikely, semantically incongruent, or ungrammatical. In such a case, the influence of phonologically similar neighbors might be reduced (or even eliminated) in a highly semantically predictive context because unlikely neighbors are not competing as strongly. Alternatively, if contextual cues do not interfere with the dynamics of phonological neighborhood-activation patterns during production processes, then neighborhood-conditioned influences on phonetic variation will remain strong irrespective of the context. That is, even if a target is highly predictable in context, the influence of the word’s phonological neighbors on its acoustic realization may persist.

The present work investigates this pair of questions with two experiments. Following Baese-Berk and Goldrick (2009) and others (Bullock-Rest et al., 2013; Buz, Tanenhaus, & Jaeger, 2015; Fricke, 2013; Goldinger & Summers, 1989; Goldrick, Vaughn, & Murphy, 2013; Kilanski, 2009; Kirov & Wilson, 2012; Peramunage, Blumstein, Myers, Goldrick, & Baese-Berk, 2011), we examined how lexical and contextual information could influence the production of voiceless stop consonants’ VOTs.

**Lexically-conditioned phonetic variation**

Experimental findings and corpus studies support the view that whole-word properties of a lexical item selected for production and its formal (phonological) relationships with other words in the lexicon can influence its acoustic–phonetic processing and production (for review, see Sadat, Martin, Costa, & Alario, 2014). For instance, more frequent words are produced with shorter durations than less frequent words, their vowel spaces are more spectrally reduced (i.e., less dispersed from the center of a speaker’s vowel space), and deletion of their final segment is more common (Aylett & Turk, 2004, 2006; Bell, Brenier, Gregory, Girand, & Jurafsky, 2009; Fidelholtz, 1975; Gahl, 2008; Jurafsky, Bell, & Girand, 2002; Jurafsky, Bell, Gregory, & Raymond, 2001; Munson & Solomon, 2004). Other lexical characteristics, such as grammatical class, also drive phonetic reduction: closed-class function words are more acoustically reduced compared to content words (Bell et al., 2009). Thus, information encoded in the lexicon about a “whole word,” rather than only information about the segments that make up its abstract phonological form, can influence the articulatory encoding of segments within that word.

Production of the segments within a word is not only influenced by lexical-level information about the target word itself; the production of a word’s component segments can also be influenced by information encoded about its phonological relationships with other words in the lexicon. Such relationships between a target and other lexical items can be characterized by measures of neighborhood density. Here, a word’s neighborhood is defined by the set of words that differ from the target via the substitution, addition or deletion of a single segment in any position (Luce & Pisoni, 1998), and a word’s density is computed by summing the total size of its neighborhood (Vitevitch, 2002; Vitevitch & Luce, 1999).

Studies examining the relationship between phonological neighborhood density and acoustic characteristics of spoken words have generally shown that the F1/F2 vowel space associated with words from sparse neighborhoods is reduced compared to the vowel space associated with words from denser neighborhoods (Munson, 2007; Munson & Solomon, 2004; Scarborough, 2010, 2012, 2013; Wright, 2004; but cf. Gahl, Yao, & Johnson, 2012). These results suggest that the presence of phonologically similar neighbors in the lexicon is associated with hyperarticulation (i.e., production with more extreme phonetic properties) of a target’s vowel. Nonetheless, it remains unclear to what extent such neighborhood-driven hyperarticulation is dependent on specific phonological relationships between targets and neighbors.

**Lexically-conditioned phonetic variation: Contrast-specificity?**

As noted earlier, Baese-Berk and Goldrick (2009) examined lexically-conditioned phonetic variation in VOTs of word-initial voiceless stop consonants, showing that initial stops of MP words were produced with longer VOTs than those of NMP words. They proposed that their experiments could extend previous findings on lexically-conditioned
phonetic variation by “examining words with a minimal pair neighbour rather than effects of neighbourhood density more generally” (p. 530). Baese-Berk and Goldrick’s results, then, could be taken as evidence for highly specific lexically-conditioned effects in speech production. That is, the results suggest that the kinds of acoustic effects a competitor has on the production of a target is a function of the nature of the formal relationship between those lexical items: existence of a voicing competitor in the lexicon appeared to modulate subjects’ articulatory implementation of voicing.

However, given that more general effects of neighborhood density have been noted for other acoustic parameters (e.g., vowel dispersion; Wright, 2004), attributing the modulation of this particular acoustic parameter (VOT) to a unique, more specific mechanism (the presence of one phonologically related competitor, a voicing MP) may be premature. If the observed VOT effects could be explained by more general properties of the lexicon (i.e., phonological neighborhood density), then it would challenge the view that hyperarticulatory effects are contrast-specific and link a particular type of phonetic variation to the presence of a particular local phonemic contrast. In fact, neither Baese-Berk and Goldrick’s study nor other studies using their stimuli (Bullock-Rest et al., 2013; Peramunage et al., 2011) were designed to examine this issue since the MP stimuli were from denser neighborhoods than the NMP stimuli.1

The present study’s Experiment 1 aimed to tease apart these two possible sources of hyperarticulation by directly testing the influence of the existence of an initial voicing minimal pair and the influence of a word’s neighborhood density. If the VOTs of words’ initial stop consonants are found to vary as a function of lexical density but not the presence of a voicing minimal pair neighbor, then this pattern of results would suggest that global characteristics of a word’s phonological similarity network drive generalized hyperarticulatory effects in spoken word production. In such a case, even the presence of non-voicing competitors would influence the articulatory implementation of voicing during spoken word production.

Lexically-conditioned phonetic variation: Context-sensitivity?

In addition to the aforementioned evidence for lexically-conditioned and neighborhood-conditioned effects on the acoustic properties of speech, there are also well-known effects of linguistic context on the acoustic realization of words. A word that is highly likely given its preceding context will tend to exhibit a reduced vowel space and a shorter duration (and be less intelligible) than that same word in a less predictive context (Aylett & Turk, 2004; Bell et al., 2009; Bolinger, 1963; Bradlow & Alexander, 2007; Buza & Jaeger, 2012; Chafe, 1974; Clopper & Pierrrehumbert, 2008; Gahl & Garnsey, 2004, 2006; Gahl et al., 2012; Hawkins & Warren, 1994; Hunnicutt, 1985; Jurafsky et al., 2001; Kuperman & Bresnan, 2012; Lieberman, 1963; Lindblom, 1990; Pickett & Pollack, 1963; Scarborough, 2010; Tily et al., 2009).

Thus, phonetic variation in spoken word production can be driven both by the presence of phonological neighbors and by linguistic context. However, relatively little attention has been paid to the question of whether these factors interact; in other words, is neighborhood-conditioned phonetic variation modulated by context? In particular, will the semantic and syntactic constraints of a sentence context eliminate or alter the production effects that a target’s phonological neighbors have in isolation? Relatedly, will any such effects on word production in context be modulated by how semantically predictive or constraining the context is?

Such context-sensitive modulation of neighborhood-conditioned effects on spoken word production is compatible with at least two classes of models. The first are those models in which speakers’ utterances are optimal in their balance of efficiency and informativity (e.g., Aylett & Turk, 2004; Jaeger, 2010; Levy & Jaeger, 2007; Lindblom, 1990). Under such models, hyperarticulation (e.g., lengthening of a voiceless stop’s VOT; Smiljanic & Bradlow, 2008) should fail to emerge if that expenditure of effort is unlikely to facilitate disambiguation of the target from a particular competitor. In a context that is highly predictive of a target word, then, hyperarticulation of the target should be suboptimal. A second class of models that would predict context-sensitivity of neighborhood-conditioned effects are those in which only semantically plausible or grammatically appropriate words are accessed (see, e.g., Dell, Oppenheim, & Kittredge, 2008; Mahon, Costa, Peterson, Vargas, & Caramazza, 2007; Rodriguez-Ferreiro, Davies, & Cuetos, 2014). For instance, in one model, the selection of a lexical item for production extinguishes competition from neighbors that are syntactically inappropriate continuations of the sentence (Dell et al., 2008). In contrast, neither of these model architectures (in their strictest forms) could explain the emergence of similar patterns of neighborhood-conditioned phonetic variation irrespective of context. Rather, such results would suggest that a target’s phonological neighbors are accessed automatically and obligatorily during production (i.e., independent of their relative likelihoods given the target word’s context).

Recent studies testing for an interaction between context and neighborhood-conditioned phonetic variation have not yielded clear support for contextual modulation of neighborhood-driven effects on spoken word production (Heller, 2014; Heller & Goldrick, 2014; Heller & Goldrick, 2015; Scarborough, 2010), but a number of issues complicate the interpretation of these results. In one study (Scarborough, 2010), words from either dense or sparse neighborhoods (e.g., home vs. stone) were read aloud after sentence contexts in which the targets were either semantically predictable or unpredictable (e.g., There’s no place like [HOME] vs. I think Paul has decided to buy a [HOME]). Scarborough (2010) found that high neighborhood density

1 Although Baese-Berk and Goldrick (2009) do not directly report neighborhood density values for their stimuli, later studies employing their stimuli (Peramunage et al., 2011) acknowledge this fact. Using the stimulus list in their Appendix, density values were obtained from IPhOD (Vaden, Halpin, & Hickok, 2009) and submitted to two-tailed paired t-tests, confirming that their MP and NMP lists differed significantly in their densities (NHDMP > NHDMMP) for stimuli in the /p/ and /t/ places of articulation (each p < .02) and combining all of their stimuli (p < .0001).
and low predictability each independently predicted greater hyperarticulation (longer and more dispersed vowels), but found no evidence for an interaction between these variables, thus concluding that neighborhood-conditioned effects were just as strong when the target word was in a predictive context as a neutral one. However, Flemming (2010) raises several concerns about the stimuli and analyses presented by Scarborough (2010). For instance, given that all of the low-density stimuli and none of the high-density stimuli in Scarborough’s study had onset clusters (e.g., pump vs. pump), the fact that obstruent-liquid clusters (which compose 75% of Scarborough’s high-density list) tend to shorten subsequent vowels compared to singleton onsets (Van Santen, 1992) may present a confound for the reported effect of density on vowel duration (cf. studies with only CVC words that have found no evidence of density effects on vowel duration: e.g., Munson & Solomon, 2004; Wright, 2004). Moreover, Flemming (2010) argues that Scarborough’s reliance on (potentially non-linearly) correlated measurements of vowel dispersion and duration without appropriate phonetic and statistical controls could obscure her results, especially when testing for an interaction between density and context.

These critiques notwithstanding, studies by Heller (2014) and Heller and Goldrick (2014, 2015) that included phonetic and statistical controls also found no evidence for an interaction between neighborhood-conditioned competition and contextual constraints. However, while these studies all failed to find evidence for contextual modulation of neighborhood effects on the dispersion and duration of spoken words’ vowels, that is where the similarities in their results end. While Scarborough (2010) found more extreme articulations for high-density words (see also, e.g., Munson, 2007; Munson & Solomon, 2004; Scarborough & Zellou, 2013; Wright, 2004), Heller’s (2014) manipulation of neighborhood competition suggested the opposite result (see also, e.g., Gahl et al., 2012). As a further complication, although Scarborough (2010) found less extreme articulations for words that are more predictable given their context (see also, e.g., Bell et al., 2009; Gahl et al., 2012; Heller, 2014), Heller and Goldrick (2014) found no evidence for phonetic reduction in more constrained contexts.

It is difficult to interpret these divergent patterns of results, but such considerable differences raise questions about the status of evidence for or against the interaction of neighborhood density and context in spoken word production. Differences in how studies operationalize neighborhood competition (e.g., overall neighborhood density vs. within-syntactic category density) and context (e.g., word-reading in isolation vs. picture-naming in isolation vs. word-reading in context vs. spontaneous speech production; for review, see Chen & Mirman, 2012) may represent a partial explanation of these disparate effects on the same acoustic variables. However, such inconsistencies between studies also recommend caution in drawing conclusions based on those studies’ mutual lack of evidence for contextual modulation of neighborhood competition.

Given the lack of clarity regarding this question, Experiment 2 was designed to examine whether a sentential context interacts with either local or global phonological neighborhood structure to drive systematic variation in spoken word production. To this end, we investigated the effects of contextual information on VOTs of the initial stop consonants of the same target words by embedding Experiment 1’s stimuli in sentence contexts that were highly semantically constraining (thereby making the target words highly predictable continuations) or less semantically constraining (thereby making the target words less predictable continuations).

Finally, it bears noting that nearly all laboratory studies of lexically-conditioned phonetic variation have divided their stimuli into binary splits of low- and high-density words (or, e.g., low/high frequency; easy/difficult; cf. Heller, 2014; Heller & Goldrick, 2014; Munson, 2007; Munson & Solomon, 2004; Scarborough, 2010, 2012, 2013; Scarborough & Zellou, 2013; Wright, 2004). However, this treatment ignores the fact that density is a continuous variable. At worst, this could result in insufficient detection power (Cohen, 1983), thereby complicating interpretations of the null interactions discussed above. Thus, unlike prior work, we consider lexical density a continuous variable in the current study and use words’ actual density values in all analyses.

To summarize, Experiments 1 and 2 were designed to investigate the conditions under which a word’s phonological neighbors can influence the articulation of voicing during spoken word production. Experiment 1 serves as a test of contrast-specificity in lexically-conditioned phonetic variation, examining whether phonological neighbors that differ from a target along dimensions other than word-initial voicing might still drive variation in word-initial voicing. Experiment 2 serves as a test of context-sensitivity in lexically-conditioned phonetic variation, examining whether neighbors still drive variation in word-initial voicing even when the target word is highly likely given the preceding sentence context.

**Experiment 1**

**Methods**

**Materials**

Stimuli included 12 pairs of monosyllabic nouns beginning with voiceless stops (4 pairs beginning with each of: /p/, /t/ and /k/). All pairs were matched on their initial consonant and subsequent vowel. As in previous studies (Baese-Berk & Goldrick, 2009; Bullock-Rest et al., 2013; Peramunage et al., 2011), one member of each pair (e.g., coat) had a minimal pair differing only in voicing of the initial stop consonant (e.g., goat) while the other member of the pair (e.g., comb) did not (e.g., /g/om/). Following previous studies, we refer to the former set of 12 words as MP targets and the latter set of 12 words as NMP targets. Appendix A contains a list of the target stimuli.

Pairs were matched for frequency (calculated using the SUBTLEXUS database; Brysbaert & New, 2009), length (in phonemes), and several measures of phonotactic probability (mean segmental probability, sum segmental probability, and mean bigram frequency, calculated using...
the Phonotactic Probability Calculator; Vitevitch & Luce, 2004). Crucially, and in contrast to previous studies, MP and NMP words were also matched for neighborhood density (an unweighted density measure and a frequency-weighted measure, computed according to Vitevitch & Luce, 2009). Table 1 provides a summary of the parameters used to match MP and NMP words. Additionally, MP words did not differ in frequency or neighborhood density from their voiced competitors. That is, coat-type targets (MP words) did not differ from goat-type non-target competitors. These voiced minimal pair neighbors of the target words (e.g., goat) never appeared during the experiment.

As noted earlier, we employed neighborhood density as a continuous variable. This element of our design stands in contrast to nearly all published laboratory studies of lexically-conditioned phonetic variation, which have divided stimuli into binary splits of low- and high-density words. A continuous operationalization of neighborhood density provides greater detection power (Cohen, 1983) and more accurately characterizes the variable of interest. Overall, this design allowed us to examine the effects of two independent variables on the VOTs of initial stop consonants: 

NEIGHBORHOOD-DENSITY, a continuous factor indexing global characteristics of a target’s phonological neighborhood structure, and COMPETITOR-STATUS, a discrete factor indicating the presence or absence of a lexical item differing from a target on word-initial voicing.

In addition to the critical target words, the stimulus materials included 24 monosyllabic filler nouns beginning with either voiced stops (e.g., book, gun) or consonants other than stops (e.g., fish, hand). These filler targets (listed in Appendix A) did not differ in length, frequency, or neighborhood density from either the MP or NMP targets. Only one of the 24 filler targets (sea) had a minimal pair that contrasted in voicing (zee).

Table 1
Parameters used to match critical target words in the MP and NMP conditions. Rows contain each variable’s mean (and standard error) for each list and the result of a two-tailed paired t-test comparing lists by item (df = 11).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target stimulus variable</th>
<th>MP stimuli</th>
<th>NMP stimuli</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lexical Frequency</td>
<td>193.02 (160.73)</td>
<td>94.70 (40.56)</td>
<td>.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Lexical Frequency</td>
<td>1.47 (0.21)</td>
<td>1.58 (0.19)</td>
<td>.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length (in phonemes)</td>
<td>3.25 (0.18)</td>
<td>3.65 (0.19)</td>
<td>.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Segmental Probability</td>
<td>0.062 (0.004)</td>
<td>0.066 (0.005)</td>
<td>.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum Segmental Probability</td>
<td>0.207 (0.021)</td>
<td>0.238 (0.026)</td>
<td>.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Bigram Frequency</td>
<td>0.006 (0.001)</td>
<td>0.007 (0.002)</td>
<td>.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood Density</td>
<td>32.42 (2.28)</td>
<td>27.92 (2.86)</td>
<td>.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood Density (weighted)</td>
<td>36.68 (5.95)</td>
<td>29.60 (4.09)</td>
<td>.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Task and recording**

Individual words were presented to participants on a computer monitor in a sound-dampened booth at a comfortable viewing distance. Each word appeared for 2.5 s during which the subject could produce the word. This period was followed by a 1.5-s inter-trial interval. Subjects did not have difficulty producing the target in the time provided; the average time between visual onset of the target and speech onset was 544 ms (SD = 128 ms). Each of the 48 target words (12 MP targets + 12 NMP targets + 24 filler targets) was presented three times in random order, yielding 144 word presentations. An AKG D900 microphone and Edirol digital recorder (model R09-HR; sampled: 44,100 Hz / 24 bits / mono) were used to record subjects’ speech, and BLISS speech-editing software (Mertus, 1989) was used to resample the signal prior to phonetic analysis (22,050 Hz / 16 bits / mono). Because of slight differences in recording volumes between subjects, each subject’s maximum volume level was scaled to a consistent maximum volume prior to analysis.

**Participants**

Twenty members of the Brown University community were paid for their participation. Participants were self-reported right-handed monolingual native speakers of American English with no hearing deficit or history of neurological disorder. All were at least 18 years old and gave written informed consent in accordance with Brown University Institutional Review Board policies.

**Acoustic analysis**

A computer-automated method for measuring VOT was designed and implemented in BLISS (Mertus, 2014). Details of the analysis procedure, software validation methodology, and data inclusion criteria are described in Appendix B. According to these procedures, 1418 out of 1440 trials (>98%) across all 20 subjects were included in the dataset. Overall, our mean VOT values were 86 ms for /p/ targets, 95 ms for /t/ targets, and 96 ms for /k/ targets. These were somewhat higher than those reported by Baese-Berk and Goldrick (2009) (67 ms, 82 ms, and 93 ms respectively).

**Statistical analysis**

All tokens that met the inclusion criteria as described in Appendix B were used in the primary analyses, which employed linear mixed effects regression (**lmer**). Appendix C motivates and describes our implementation.
of this statistical technique (e.g., coding of fixed effects, random effects structures, computation of \( p \)-values).

In a second set of non-parametric analyses (henceforth: type analyses), we pre-processed the data according to the same technique used in previous studies (cf. Baese-Berk & Goldrick, 2009; Peramunage et al., 2011): all of a subject’s tokens of the same target that met the inclusion criteria were averaged to yield a single mean for that subject/word. Because the VOTs were not normally distributed (nor were our model residuals), these analyses also had the benefit of confirming the key results of the omnibus \( \text{lmer} \) analyses. Appendix C provides a detailed discussion of this issue. For simplicity, we refer to the mean VOT for a given cell (subject/word pair) as a VOT when discussing the type analyses.

Results

Results are displayed in Fig. 1. To examine the effects of \( \text{NEIGHBORHOOD-DENSITY} \) (a continuous variable), \( \text{COMPETITOR-STATUS} \) (a categorical variable), and their interaction (\( \text{COMPETITOR-STATUS} \times \text{NEIGHBORHOOD-DENSITY} \)) on VOT, we specified a \( \text{lmer} \) model with these three fixed effects. A significant main effect was found for \( \text{NEIGHBORHOOD-DENSITY} \) (\( \beta = 0.283, SE = 0.092, |t| = 3.09, \chi^2(1) = 8.99, p < .003 \)). As Fig. 1 shows, the effect of \( \text{NEIGHBORHOOD-DENSITY} \) was positive: the denser the neighborhood in which a word resides, the longer the VOT of its initial stop. There was also an interaction between \( \text{COMPETITOR-STATUS} \) and \( \text{NEIGHBORHOOD-DENSITY} \) (\( \beta = -0.412, SE = 0.162, |t| = 2.55, \chi^2(1) = 5.52, p < .02 \)) such that the VOTs of NMP words’ initial stops were more strongly affected by neighborhood density than in MP words. We found no evidence for a main effect of \( \text{COMPETITOR-STATUS} \) on VOT (\( |t| < 1, \chi^2(1) = 0.03, p > .85 \)).

A follow-up analysis included \( \text{TRIAL} \) as a factor in the model (along with all of its interactions with the model’s other fixed effects) to examine whether repeating each target word three times influenced the VOTs subjects produced (cf. Fowler & Housum, 1987). The results were nearly identical, with significant effects of \( \text{NEIGHBORHOOD-DENSITY} \) (\( \beta = 0.276, SE = 0.092, |t| = 3.00, \chi^2(1) = 8.60, p < .004 \)) and a \( \text{COMPETITOR-STATUS} \times \text{NEIGHBORHOOD-DENSITY} \) interaction (\( \beta = -0.425, SE = 0.172, |t| = 2.48, \chi^2(1) = 5.35, p < .03 \)). There was also an effect of \( \text{TRIAL} \) (\( \beta = 7.563, SE = 2.931, |t| = 2.58, \chi^2(1) = 6.15, p < .02 \)) such that VOTs tended to lengthen over the course of the experiment by about 8 ms. No effect of \( \text{COMPETITOR-STATUS} \) was detected (\( |t| < 1 \)), and \( \text{TRIAL} \) did not interact with any fixed effects (all \( |t| < 1 \)).

Because the VOTs and model residuals were not normally distributed (see Appendix C), the data were subjected to nonparametric type analyses. First, Wilcoxon matched-pairs sign rank tests compared the VOTs in MP and in NMP words with both an \( F_1 \)-analysis (by-subject) and an \( F_2 \)-analysis (by-item). As shown in Table 2, and as was observed in the \( \text{lmer} \) analyses above, results failed to show a significant difference in VOT as a function of \( \text{COMPETITOR-STATUS} \). Next, we used Spearman’s correlation test to evaluate the 24 words for a relationship between \( \text{NEIGHBORHOOD-DENSITY} \) and VOT (the mean VOT of the 20 subjects), obtaining a significant correlation (Spearman’s \( \rho = .47; p = .02 \)).

Recall that items (e.g., coat/comb) were matched between MP and NMP lists both in initial consonant and subsequent vowel, two factors known to influence VOT (Lisker & Abramson, 1964; Volaitis & Miller, 1992; Yao, 2009), but density ranged continuously over each list (having controlled for density among the pairs, overall). Thus, \( \text{COMPETITOR-STATUS} \) controlled better for these phonetic properties than did the \( \text{NEIGHBORHOOD-DENSITY} \) manipulation. A further test was conducted to ensure that the influence of density could not be attributed to these segmental factors (cf. Flemming, 2010). Twelve item-defined neighborhood density difference scores (\( \text{NHDdiff} = \text{NHD}_{\text{MP}} - \text{NHD}_{\text{NMP}} \)) were computed (e.g., by subtracting the neighborhood density value for comb from that of coat: \( \text{NHD}_{\text{coat}} - \text{NHD}_{\text{comb}} \)). We then specified another \( \text{lmer} \) to examine the influence of \( \text{NHDdiff} \) (a continuous variable), \( \text{COMPETITOR-STATUS} \), and their interaction on VOT. Because both members of an item-pair had the same \( \text{NHDdiff} \) value, both \( \text{NHDdiff} \) and \( \text{COMPETITOR-STATUS} \) were controlled for initial consonant and subsequent vowel. The key prediction for this analysis is a \( \text{NHDdiff} \times \text{COMPETITOR-STATUS} \) interaction: for items with negative \( \text{NHDdiff} \) values (i.e., items for which the NMP word resides in a denser neighborhood than the MP word;
NHDMP < NHDNMP), the NMP word should tend to be produced with a longer VOT than the MP word, and for items with positive NHDdiff values (i.e., items for which the MP word resides in a denser neighborhood than the NMP word; NHDMP > NHDNMP), the opposite should be true. Crucially, the magnitude of the difference between the MP and NMP words’ VOTs for an item should be related to the magnitude of that item’s NHDdiff.

The results of this analysis are summarized in Fig. 2, which plots the difference between each item’s mean VOT (averaged over subjects) for the MP word and its mean VOT for the NMP word (VOTdiff = VOTMP − VOTNMP) against each item’s NHDdiff. As predicted, a significant interaction between NHDdiff and COMPETITOR-STATUS was found (β = 0.175, SE = 0.056, |t| = 3.10, χ2(1) = 8.07, p < .005). There was still no main effect of COMPETITOR-STATUS on VOT (|t| < 1). Finally, as with the first analysis, we included TRIAL and all of its interactions as factors in a follow-up model. The results confirmed a significant NHDdiff × COMPETITOR-STATUS interaction (β = 0.174, SE = 0.059, |t| = 2.95, χ2(1) = 7.50, p < .007) and found a main effect of TRIAL (β = 7.290, SE = 2.887, |t| = 2.53, χ2(1) = 5.90, p < .02). Again, no effect of COMPETITOR-STATUS was found (|t| < 1), and TRIAL did not interact with any factors (all |t| < 1).

Discussion

The results of Experiment 1 showed that, controlling for neighborhood density, the presence of a voiced competitor in the lexicon failed to result in longer initial VOTs for words produced in isolation. Rather, such hyperarticulatory effects emerged as a function of the overall density of the neighborhood in which a spoken word resides. While no analysis provided evidence that MP and NMP words’ initial stops differed (overall) in their VOTs, a significant effect of density (modeled as a continuous linear predictor) indicated that the articulatory encoding of a target word’s initial voicing is influenced by lexical competitors that differ from the target on phonological parameters other than word-initial voicing. These results, therefore, suggest that global (rather than local) features of a word’s phonological neighborhood drive lexically-conditioned phonetic variation in stop consonant production. The relationship between neighborhood density and VOT supports spoken word production models in which activation of a target word’s phonological form co-activates its entire phonological neighborhood. It is this co-activation that drives phonetic variation in the production of the target word. The null effect of COMPETITOR-STATUS suggests that local, contrast-specific competition cannot explain the observed hyperarticulatory effects.

While Experiment 1 established a role of global neighborhood competition in lexically-conditioned phonetic variation, local competition may not be entirely immaterial. A COMPETITOR-STATUS × NEIGHBORHOOD-DENSITY interaction indicated that density had a stronger impact on the VOTs of the initial consonants of NMP words than those of MP words. One interpretation of this interaction is that the effects of global neighborhood characteristics on phonetic properties of speech are modulated or constrained by the effect of local neighborhood characteristics. That is, if a target has a word-initial voicing minimal pair, then all of its other neighbors have a diminished influence in driving phonetic variation. Broadly, this interpretation of the interaction would support a model that includes a competitive network of local–global dynamics at play within the phonological neighborhood architecture of the lexicon.

However, we believe that this interaction should be interpreted with caution. Although the MP and NMP lists were balanced with respect to neighborhood density (cf. Table 1; p = .35), they were not perfectly matched (i.e., it was not the case that the words making up each item-pair had identical neighborhood densities). In fact, the three words from the sparsest neighborhoods (pants, toast, teeth) all happened to come from the NMP list and the two words from the densest neighborhoods (toe, pan) both came from the MP list (see Fig. 1). If ceiling effects are present in the production of VOTs (i.e., if subjects only hyperarticulate to a certain extent and there is a maximum VOT that they approach as their VOTs lengthen), then the linearity assumption of the regression may be violated, with subjects’ slopes decreasing as they approach a maximum VOT. Thus, with higher-density MP words and lower-density NMP words, a steeper slope for NMP-words might be explained by a VOT ceiling effect. Some support for this explanation comes from previous work in which interactions emerging for VOT effects have been attributed to ceiling effects (see, e.g., Baese-Berk & Goldrick, 2009; Cho, Lee, & Kim, 2011) and from the observation that the VOTs in our data were somewhat longer than the VOTs in comparable work (cf. Baese-Berk & Goldrick, 2009).

Whether the interaction we observe is theoretically meaningful or an artifact, finding evidence for a model with the kinds of local–global dynamics suggested under the first interpretation would not be altogether surprising. Clearly, more research examining well-matched stimuli would be needed to characterize the implications of a COMPETITOR-STATUS × NEIGHBORHOOD-DENSITY interaction.
Nevertheless, this issue does not affect Experiment 1’s central theoretical conclusion – that phonological neighbors besides voicing competitors modulate the articulation of voicing in a target.

**Experiment 2**

Although the results of Experiment 1 suggest that a target’s entire phonological neighborhood conditions its articulatory implementation when produced in isolation, it is not clear whether those effects still emerge when the target is produced in a more constrained environment. Since words are typically uttered in context rather than in isolation, a more complete characterization of the processes underlying spoken word production should also consider whether neighborhood effects are dynamic (such that a neighbor’s influence depends on the context in which the target is produced). That is, while Experiment 1 provides some insight into the rules that govern which neighbors influence the realization of VOTs, it did not investigate the extent to which such influence may vary as a function of the targets’ context. Experiment 2 was designed to test this. Speakers produced the same target words as in Experiment 1 after reading sentence contexts that were either highly constraining (so as to make the target very likely) or less constraining (so as to make the target one of many possible continuations to the sentence).

**Methods**

**Materials**

**Target words.** All 48 words that served as stimuli in Experiment 1 were included as targets in Experiment 2: 12 MP words, 12 NMP words, and 24 filler words that did not begin with voiceless stop consonants. Subjects produced these words aloud after silently reading context sentences, the characteristics of which are described below.

**Sentence contexts.** Each target word appeared as the final word of six carrier sentences. Three of these sentences were designed to be highly predictive of the target (biased contexts), while the other three sentences were less semantically constraining (neutral contexts). Table 3 provides examples of biased and neutral sentences for each target word type (see Appendix D for the complete list of stimuli).

For the biased sentence contexts, stimuli were designed to have a relatively high Cloze probability. To confirm this, the biased sentences were used as materials for an online norming task. The biased sentence contexts were divided into three lists, each list having one context designed for each critical and filler target (for a total of 48 sentence contexts in each list). One hundred fifty participants were recruited via Mechanical Turk and divided into three groups of fifty subjects, with each group seeing one of the three lists. Participants read each of the 48 sentence contexts in their list and were instructed to type the word (free response) that they felt best completed each sentence. Each participant was paid $0.50 (expected rate: $6/hour) and only saw one of the lists (cf. TurkGate; Goldin & Darlow, 2013). Results indicated that participants completed the biased contexts with the target word 73% of the time. Thus, the biased sentence contexts were considered to be (on average) highly predictive of the target words. Additionally, for sentence contexts that were designed to be biased toward a target MP word (e.g., a sentence biased toward coat), no participant ever completed a sentence with the target’s voicing competitor (goat).

For the neutral sentence contexts, stimuli were designed to have relatively low Cloze probability (i.e., be generally non-predictive of any specific word). Additionally, for neutral contexts that were followed by MP targets (e.g., coat), we tried to ensure that the MP target’s voicing competitor (goat) was also a plausible continuation given the context.

All biased and neutral sentences were between 7 and 12 words long (mean: 8.47 words), and no condition contained significantly longer sentences than any other condition (all p > .1). Target words in each of the critical conditions were preceded by function words (e.g., articles, possessive pronouns, prepositions) in half of the stimuli and content words (e.g., adjectives) in the other half. No critical target words ever appeared in any sentence contexts, nor did any critical target’s voicing minimal pair (e.g., goat never appeared in a sentence).

In all, 48 different words (12 MP targets + 12 NMP targets + 24 filler targets) occurred in 3 unique sentences in the biased condition and 3 other unique sentences in the neutral condition, yielding $48 \times [3 \times 2] = 288$ stimulus sentences. Thus, Experiment 2’s design crossed three factors: two levels of context (biased and neutral sentence contexts), two levels of competitor-status (MP and NMP targets), and neighborhood-density.

**Task and recording**

Sentences were presented visually on a computer monitor in a sound-dampened booth at a comfortable viewing distance. Each word prior to the target appeared in white against a black background, left-to-right, for 400 ms before the next word appeared and remained visible to the participant on the screen until the trial was over. The (sentence-final) target word appeared in yellow and...
remained on the screen for 2.5 s, at which point the entire screen went black for 1.5 s before the next trial began. Subjects were instructed to read the sentences silently until the final word (in yellow) appeared on the screen, at which point the subjects were asked to read the target word aloud. Subjects did not have difficulty producing the target in the time provided; the average time between visual onset of the target and speech onset was 613 ms ($SD = 141$). Subjects took a break after completing half of the trials.

The stimuli were randomly ordered within 3 blocks, each consisting of 96 of the 288 sentences. Each block included two presentations of each of the 48 unique target words (one biased and one neutral sentence context for each). The same procedures for recording and data processing were used as in Experiment 1.

Participants

The same 20 subjects who completed Experiment 1 also participated in Experiment 2. Experiment 2 always preceded Experiment 1 during a participant’s experimental session in order to ensure that effects on production in context could not be attributed to targets’ having already been produced three times in isolation.

Acoustic analysis

The same analysis technique used in Experiment 1 was employed for Experiment 2. Using the same data inclusion criteria (see Appendix B), 2792 out of 2880 trials’ VOTs (97%) were included in the analysis. Overall, mean VOTs (computed as in Experiment 1) were shorter in Experiment 2: 80 ms, 88 ms, and 91 ms for /p/, /t/, and /k/ targets, respectively.

Statistical analysis

As in Experiment 1, all tokens that met the inclusion criteria were used in the lmer analyses (see Appendix C), and non-parametric type analyses used subject/word/condition means.

Results

Results are displayed in Fig. 3. To examine the effects of NEIGHBORHOOD-DENSITY, COMPETITOR-STATUS, CONTEXT and their potential interactions on VOT, we specified a lmer model with these three fixed main effects, three two-way interactions and a three-way interaction. Results showed a marginal main effect of CONTEXT ($\beta = -0.745$, $SE = 0.393$, $t = 1.89$, $\chi^2(1) = 3.50$, $p = .06$) such that subjects’ VOTs were longer in neutral sentence contexts than in the biased sentence contexts, and a main effect of NEIGHBORHOOD-DENSITY ($\beta = 0.320$, $SE = 0.120$, $t = 2.67$, $\chi^2(1) = 7.10$, $p < .008$). The density effect was virtually identical in both direction and magnitude to that obtained in Experiment 1 ($\beta = 0.283$ in isolation vs. $\beta = 0.320$ in sentence contexts). As in Experiment 1, we found no evidence for a main effect of COMPETITOR-STATUS ($|t| = 1.16$, $\chi^2(1) = 1.40$, $p > .23$).

![Fig. 3. Mean VOTs for target stimuli plotted as a function of NEIGHBORHOOD-DENSITY, grouped by COMPETITOR-STATUS (squares = MP words; circles = NMP words) and by CONTEXT (+ = biased contexts; x = neutral contexts). Each target word appears twice in this figure (once each for the mean VOT when produced after biased and neutral sentence contexts). The two gray traces indicate best-fit lines for linear regressions predicting VOTs based on NEIGHBORHOOD-DENSITY at each level of CONTEXT (collapsing over MP and NMP words).](image-url)

However, unlike Experiment 1, there was no evidence for an interaction between COMPETITOR-STATUS and NEIGHBORHOOD-DENSITY ($|t| < 1$, $\chi^2(1) = 1.04$, $p > .30$). Crucially, neither the COMPETITOR-STATUS × CONTEXT interaction nor the NEIGHBORHOOD-DENSITY × CONTEXT interaction was significant (each $|t| < 1$, each $p > .30$).

A follow-up analysis included TRIAL and all of its interactions as factors in the model to examine possible influences of repetition and/or experiment length on the results. The effect of CONTEXT, which was marginal ($p = .06$) before accounting for variance related to TRIAL, reached significance in this analysis ($\beta = -0.817$, $SE = 0.407$, $|t| = 2.01$, $\chi^2(1) = 3.69$, $p = .05$). Again, there was a significant effect of NEIGHBORHOOD-DENSITY ($\beta = 0.318$, $SE = 0.120$, $|t| = 2.65$, $\chi^2(1) = 7.04$, $p < .008$). There was no effect of TRIAL on VOT ($|t| = 1.50$, $\chi^2(1) = 2.25$, $p = .13$), nor did TRIAL interact with any fixed effects (all $p > .14$).

As in Experiment 1, VOTs and model residuals were not normally distributed (see Appendix C), so the data were also subjected to nonparametric type analyses. First, Wilcoxon matched-pairs sign rank tests compared the VOT for MP and NMP words in both an F1-analysis (by-subject) and an F2-analysis (by-item). These tests were conducted within both sentence context conditions as well as collapsing across conditions. Table 4 displays mean VOTs (by condition) and results of the Wilcoxon matched-pairs sign rank tests. All analyses showed null effects, confirming the lmer analyses above, and replicating Experiment 1’s findings.

Next, by-participant, by-item, and by-word Wilcoxon matched-pairs sign rank tests compared words’ VOTs in biased vs. neutral sentence contexts. Table 5 presents mean VOTs by condition and the results of those tests.
Results confirmed the *lmer* analyses above, showing that word-initial VOTs were shorter after biased sentence contexts than neutral contexts.

Finally, we used Spearman’s correlation test to evaluate the 24 words for a relationship between the word’s NEIGHBORHOOD-DENSITY and its onset’s mean VOT (the mean of the 20 subjects). The test was conducted within only biased sentence contexts, within only neutral sentence contexts, and collapsing across both. Each test revealed a significant correlation (biased: Spearman’s \( \rho = .44, p < .04 \); neutral: Spearman’s \( \rho = .41, p < .05 \); overall: Spearman’s \( \rho = .44, p < .04 \)).

As in Experiment 1, a further test was conducted to leverage item-by-item phonetic controls in the analysis of NEIGHBORHOOD-DENSITY. Neighborhood density difference scores (\( \text{NHD}_{\text{diff}} = \text{NHD}_{\text{MP}} - \text{NHD}_{\text{NMP}} \)) for each item replaced the \( \text{NEIGHBORHOOD-DENSITY} \) factor in the original analysis of Experiment 2 in order to specify a *lmer* that included fixed effects of \( \text{NHD}_{\text{diff}}, \text{COMPETITOR-STATUS}, \text{CONTEXT}, \) and all of their interactions on VOT. The prediction for this analysis is a \( \text{NHD}_{\text{diff}} \times \text{COMPETITOR-STATUS} \) interaction (as in Experiment 1), as well as a significant effect of \( \text{CONTEXT} \). Fig. 4 summarizes the results of this analysis, plotting (at each level of \( \text{CONTEXT} \)) the difference in mean VOT (averaged over subjects) between the MP and NMP word in each item (\( \text{VOT}_{\text{diff}} = \text{VOT}_{\text{MP}} - \text{VOT}_{\text{NMP}} \)) against \( \text{NHD}_{\text{diff}} \). As predicted, a significant interaction between \( \text{NHD}_{\text{diff}} \) and \( \text{COMPETITOR-STATUS} \) was found (biased: \( \beta = 0.167, SE = 0.063, t = 2.64, \chi^2(1) = 6.53, p < .02 \), as was a significant main effect of \( \text{CONTEXT} \) (biased: \( \beta = -0.804, SE = 0.385, t = 2.09, \chi^2(1) = 4.11, p < .05 \)). No other effects reached significance (all \( | t | < 1 \)).

As with the other analyses, we included \( \text{Trial} \) and all of its interactions as factors in a follow-up analysis model. The results were nearly identical, with a significant \( \text{NHD}_{\text{diff}} \times \text{COMPETITOR-STATUS} \) interaction (biased: \( \beta = 0.166, SE = 0.064, t = 2.61, \chi^2(1) = 6.43, p < .02 \), and a main effect of \( \text{CONTEXT} \) (biased: \( \beta = -0.822, SE = 0.383, t = 2.15, \chi^2(1) = 4.28, p < .04 \)). The effect of \( \text{Trial} \) on VOT was still not significant (biased: \( | t | = 1.53, \chi^2(1) = 2.31, p > .12 \)), nor did any fixed effect’s interaction with \( \text{Trial} \) reach significance (all \( p > .10 \)).

Finally, follow-up tests were conducted to examine effects of \( \text{NEIGHBORHOOD-DENSITY} \) and \( \text{COMPETITOR-STATUS} \) on VOT at each level of \( \text{CONTEXT} \). The two statistical models specified for the follow-up tests (one for words produced in biased contexts; a second for words produced in neutral contexts) were identical to the *lmer* analyses used in Experiment 1: each model included fixed effects for \( \text{NEIGHBORHOOD-DENSITY}, \text{COMPETITOR-STATUS}, \) and their interaction. Results demonstrated an effect of \( \text{NEIGHBORHOOD-DENSITY} \) on VOT in both types of sentence contexts (after biased contexts: \( \beta = 0.365, SE = 0.122, t = 3.00, \chi^2(1) = 8.46, p < .004 \); after neutral contexts: \( \beta = 0.283, SE = 0.132, t = 2.14, \chi^2(1) = 4.81, p < .03 \)). Neither model suggested an effect of \( \text{COMPETITOR-STATUS} \) (both \( p > .1 \)) nor did either suggest a \( \text{COMPETITOR-STATUS} \times \text{NEIGHBORHOOD-DENSITY} \) interaction (both \( p > .3 \)).
Following previous analyses, we also replaced the NEIGHBORHOOD-DENSITY factor with $\text{NHD}_{\text{diff}}$ (neighborhood density difference scores for each item) at each level of CONTEXT, obtaining significant $\text{NHD}_{\text{diff}} \times \text{COMPETITOR-STATUS}$ interactions in both models (after biased contexts: $\beta = 0.189$, $SE = 0.065$, $|t| = 2.92$, $\chi^2(1) = 7.59$, $p < .006$; after neutral contexts: $\beta = 0.146$, $SE = 0.069$, $|t| = 2.12$, $\chi^2(1) = 4.49$, $p < .04$); no other effects were significant (all $|t| < 1$).

Discussion

Experiment 2 was designed to investigate the extent to which phonological neighbors can drive phonetic variation in a target preceded by a biased vs. neutral sentence context. If neighborhood-conditioned effects on phonetic variation are modulated as a function of context, then the effect of neighborhood density should be reduced or abolished by a highly constraining (biased) context in which a single word (the target) is strongly predicted. Alternatively, if a word’s neighborhood density has comparable hyperarticulatory effects on VOT after both highly predictive (biased) contexts and relatively uninformative (neutral) contexts, this may indicate that semantic information does not interfere with the internal dynamics of phonological neighborhood activation during spoken word production.

The main effect of density in Experiment 2 mirrored the results of Experiment 1, suggesting that the total number of neighbors in a word’s phonological neighborhood influences the way the word is articulated, whether it is produced in context or in isolation. Interestingly, the effect size (slope) across the two experiments (Experiment 1: $\beta = 0.284$; Experiment 2: $\beta = 0.320$) was nearly identical, suggesting that the hyperarticulatory influence exerted by a word’s neighbors is not diminished when the word is preceded by a sentence context. Additionally, no interaction between NEIGHBORHOOD-DENSITY and CONTEXT emerged in Experiment 2, indicating that the influence of number-of-neighbors on VOT was not diminished for biased sentences compared to neutral sentences. These results are consistent with Scarborough’s (2010) finding that neighborhood-conditioned effects on vowel duration and dispersion are not modulated by the contextual predictability of the target. The lack of evidence for contextual modulation of neighborhood-conditioned phonetic variation in Experiment 2 is also convergent with Fricke’s (2013) unpublished findings with respect to VOTs and vowel durations in spontaneous speech. Finally, robust effects of NEIGHBORHOOD-DENSITY emerged in follow-up tests of both biased and neutral sentence contexts (after biased contexts: $\beta = 0.365$; after neutral contexts: $\beta = 0.283$), further suggesting that the effect of NEIGHBORHOOD-DENSITY was no weaker in biased contexts than in neutral contexts. Taken together, Experiment 2’s results strongly support a model in which a selected lexical item’s phonologically related neighbors modulate its articulatory implementation independent of constraints from a preceding sentence context.

Nonetheless, a word’s context did affect articulation: participants produced words’ initial voiceless stops with shorter VOTs after predictive sentence contexts than after neutral contexts. This finding is consistent with previous work examining effects of context on the production of vowels (e.g., Bradlow & Alexander, 2007; Gahl & Garnsey, 2004, 2006; Gahl et al., 2012; Jurafsky et al., 2001; Kuperman & Bresnan, 2012; Scarborough, 2010; Tily et al., 2009), and provides further support for the well-known capacity of informative contextual cues to drive online changes in articulatory-motor planning during speech production (see, e.g., Aylett & Turk, 2004; Bell et al., 2009; Lieberman, 1963; Lindblom, 1990). Thus, while sentential context does not appear to modulate the influence of phonological neighborhood competition on articulation of a consonant, context does independently affect articulation.

It is worth noting that the obtained main effect of CONTEXT also dispels an alternative explanation for the parallel effects of neighborhood density in biased and neutral contexts. If subjects had ignored the sentence contexts in Experiment 2, then consistent effects of density irrespective of contextual predictability (i.e., lack of an interaction) would be a trivial finding; however, the main effect of CONTEXT shows that subjects were attending to targets’ contexts.

Finally, as in Experiment 1, no evidence was found in Experiment 2 that the VOTs of initial consonants of MP words differ from those of NMP words independent of density, further indicating that hyperarticulation results from competition with many phonological neighbors and not the presence of a voicing minimal pair.

Although both Experiments 1 and 2 showed a significant effect of NEIGHBORHOOD-DENSITY but no effect of COMPETITOR-STATUS, their results differed in that Experiment 2 found no evidence for an interaction between COMPETITOR-STATUS and NEIGHBORHOOD-DENSITY, whereas, in Experiment 1, density appeared to have a stronger influence on NMP words than on MP words. Two possible interpretations of this interaction were provided above: local constraints on the global influence of less phonologically similar neighbors, and/or nonlinear effects of NEIGHBORHOOD-DENSITY such that the effect of density is increasingly moderated by a ceiling effect. While our data cannot adjudicate between these two interpretations, it is unclear why local–global interactions would disappear in Experiment 2. On the other hand, if the interaction arose due to a ceiling effect, then the lower mean VOTs in Experiment 2 relative to Experiment 1 might explain why no such interaction arose in Experiment 2. Most importantly for the present work, the interaction’s presence or absence is not problematic for our main conclusions, nor is it directly related to our key questions.

General discussion

Lexically-conditioned phonetic variation describes systematic variation in speech production in which lexical properties of a word (e.g., frequency, syntactic category) or its phonological similarity network (e.g., neighborhood density) influence the acoustic–phonetic characteristics...
of its artulatory implementation. Past research has demonstrated that the size of the neighborhood in which a word resides is associated with measures of hyperarticulation such that a word residing in a dense neighborhood is produced with more extreme phonetic properties (e.g., greater vowel dispersion; Munson, 2007; Munson & Solomon, 2004; Scarborough, 2003, 2010, 2012, 2013; Wright, 2004). Less work has examined the specific conditions under which a word’s phonological neighbors affect its production.

The present study investigated two questions regarding the rules that govern when such lexically-conditioned phonetic variation occurs. First, Experiment 1 considered whether hyperarticulation of a target word's initial VOT is modulated by a neighbor that differs from the target on initial voicing, or, alternatively, whether the target's entire neighborhood contributes to modulation of initial voicing irrespective of any specific voicing relationship with one neighbor. Experiment 2 examined whether sentential context might influence either or both of these potential neighborhood-conditioned effects on the production of voicing.

Our results showed that, whether produced in isolation, in a neutral sentence context, or in a biased sentence context, the duration of a word-initial stop’s VOT was correlated with the target word’s neighborhood density. Importantly, the effect on voicing realization emerged as a function of lexical density, not the presence of a local voicing contrast. Thus, higher levels of global phonological similarity between a target word and its neighbors predicted hyperarticulation along the voicing dimension. Additionally, although sentential context (biased vs. neutral) did affect implementation of voicing in spoken word production overall, it did not interact with either neighborhood-conditioned effect we examined. Together, these results support a generalized influence of phonological neighbors on articulation in spoken word production irrespective of preceding sentential context.

**Generalized hyperarticulation in speech production**

From one theoretical perspective, it may, at first, seem counterintuitive that the existence of an initial voicing contrast had no main effect on initial VOTs while a more global measure of phonological similarity (neighborhood density, which treats all phonetic contrasts at all word positions equally) would drive variation in initial VOTs. After all, it is not necessarily clear why a target's initial stop's VOT, specifically, would be modulated by “any old” lexical neighbor. Importantly, as noted earlier, global measures of neighborhood density have often been shown to modulate other acoustic qualities of speech, and although these results similarly fail to directly answer the question of why certain specific acoustic parameters (e.g., vowel formants) are modulated by global characteristics of a word's phonological similarity network, they also highlight the fact that there appear to be several hyperarticulatory effects modulated by global neighborhood structure (see also Scarborough & Zellou, 2013). This, in turn, calls into question the idea that specific types of phonetic variation are driven by specific relationships (e.g., phonetic contrasts) between lexical neighbors. Rather, our results, when considered in light of these global neighborhood density effects on other acoustic parameters, suggest that hyperarticulation in speech production occurs along many dimensions and that the extent to which hyperarticulation of a target is realized is primarily conditioned by global features of a target's phonological neighborhood structure.

Notably, Baese-Berk and Goldrick (2009) described their study as one investigating neighborhood effects on phonetic variation. However, their stimuli precluded differentiation between two possible sources of the observed systematic variation in VOT: global neighborhood competition vs. contrast-specific (local) neighbor competition. Nevertheless, their “minimal pair effect” has been widely interpreted as evidence that particular neighbors drive hyperarticulation in predictable ways (see, e.g., Gahl et al., 2012). Our findings, however, suggest that their behavioral effect was driven by global lexical neighborhood characteristics rather than by the presence or absence of a single specific competitor, and thus serve to demonstrate the (global) locus of the original finding. Unpublished results by Fricke (2013) similarly indicate a strong effect of NEIGHBORHOOD-DENSITY on VOT and an unreliable effect of COMPETITOR-STATUS, both in a reanalysis of Baese-Berk and Goldrick's (2009) data and in a spontaneous speech corpus (Pitt et al., 2007). VOT, then, might be one more example of a dimension along which neighborhood-conditioned phonetic variation can be measured (just like vowel dispersion, duration and coarticulation; see Scarborough, 2013; Scarborough & Zellou, 2013).

**Theoretical implications for models of speech production**

Taken together, the results of Experiments 1 and 2 are consistent with a model of spoken word production in which accessing the phonological form of a target word results in the automatic and obligatory co-activation of the target’s neighborhood. This theoretical claim has two key implications for modeling spoken word production: (1) that a target’s entire phonological neighborhood is co-activated upon accessing the target’s phonological form, and (2) that the activation dynamics within the target’s phonological neighborhood are impervious to interference from information external to the lexicon such as sentential context.

**Cascading activation models of speech production**

A cascading activation framework can account for the current findings. In this view, accessing a lexical target activates multiple phonological forms (the target as well as its neighbors) through spreading activation (Goldrick, 2006; Peterson & Savoy, 1998). Competition among phonologically related word-forms (e.g., Dell, 1986; Rapp & Goldrick, 2000) results from feedback dynamics (Vitevitch, 2002) and lateral inhibition (Chen & Mirman, 2012). Targets with more neighbors receive more feedback and face more competition; more competition with neighbors drives higher levels of activation in the target’s phonological form; activation cascades downstream during phonetic encoding and motor planning, yielding greater degrees of hyperarticulation (e.g., longer VOTs; Baese-Berk & Goldrick, 2009).
While we found no evidence that sentential context mediated neighborhood effects on VOT, we did find support for the claim that contextual cues can modulate the acoustic-phonetic encoding of a target. That is, systematically shorter VOTs occurred when a word was in a biased context compared to a neutral context. This finding, too, may be accommodated within the cascading activation framework: as more evidence accumulates for the eventual target word over the course of a sentence, the target’s threshold of activation is incrementally lowered, thereby facilitating articulatory programming of the target word and resulting in shorter VOTs. Crucially, though, accessing a target word necessarily triggers the co-activation of the target’s entire phonological neighborhood no matter what threshold is determined by contextual cues. Consequently, context modulates lexical access in production, but once access takes place, activation dynamics are determined by characteristics of the phonological similarity network irrespective of preceding context.

It is important to note that cascading activation, as we present it here, is a framework for a model of spoken word production, not a model itself (see Baese-Berk & Goldrick, 2009). As such, invoking this framework does not (and cannot) constitute a complete explanation for the findings of this study. Although it is beyond the scope of the present work to present such a model, a successful cascading activation model of spoken word production would need to fully characterize how potential mechanisms (e.g., activation levels, thresholds, feedback, competition, lateral inhibition) could explain the observed patterns of facilitation/inhibition (in, e.g., production latency, naming accuracy, speech errors; see, e.g., Chen & Mirman, 2012; Sadat et al., 2014) and hyperarticulation/hypoarticulation (in, e.g., vowel space, vowel/word duration, VOT). Further, any such model must not only consider effects of phonological neighborhood density, but also of frequency, predictability, phonotactic probability, and other lexical and contextual variables.

Listener-oriented models of speech production

Listener-oriented models of spoken word production constitute a set of computational theories which propose that utterances are tailored to enhance communicative efficiency by balancing opposing imperatives: (1) minimize confusability with other possible utterances, and (2) minimize effortful hyperarticulation (e.g., Aylett & Turk, 2004; Jaeger, 2010; Levy & Jaeger, 2007; Lindblom, 1990). Under this computational framework, when a selected target word is less likely to occur or is more confusable, a cooperative speaker will tend to hyperarticulate the word’s segments to aid the listener in comprehending the intended message. Thus, “ideal speakers” expend more effort only to the extent that such expenditure is likely to benefit the listener. Under this class of models, then, hyperarticulation serves a functional role. Importantly, context-driven hyperarticulation (or hypoarticulation/reduction) and neighborhood-driven hyperarticulation need not necessarily result from identical mechanisms. Scarborough (2010) describes both as forms of competition (increased semantic competition in low-predictability contexts vs. increased phonological competition in high-density words), but the current results cannot shed light on how related these two implementations of competition are from the pattern of VOTs alone.

If producing a longer VOT incurs a greater cost (e.g., in time or in energy), then a speaker should only resort to that strategy when it enhances his/her chances of being understood by the listener. Wright (2004) suggests that this is likely to be the cause of hyperarticulation as measured in vowel quality in “difficult” words (low-frequency words from high-density neighborhoods) relative to “easy” words (high-frequency words from low-density neighborhoods) (but cf. Gahl, 2015). By producing a vowel that is more dissimilar from all other vowels in a speaker’s vowel space only to the extent that there are many other words that sound relatively similar to the target, Wright argues, the speaker is selectively paying the costs associated with hyperarticulation in order to reduce the confusability of his/her speech. Consistent with this view are the results from studies that have demonstrated that words from dense neighborhoods are recognized more slowly and less accurately than words from sparse neighborhoods (Goldinger, Luce, & Pisoni, 1989; Luce & Pisoni, 1998; Strand & Sommers, 2011; Vitevitch & Luce, 1998).

Listener-oriented efficient communication models of spoken word production have no difficulty accounting for the main effect of context in Experiment 2 (shorter VOTs in biased contexts compared to neutral contexts). When a word is very probable given its context (e.g., in Experiment 2’s biased sentences), acoustic reduction saves the speaker costs in articulatory implementation without compromising the listener’s ability to correctly perceive the word. On the other hand, words produced in less informative contexts (e.g., in Experiment 2’s neutral sentences), are more likely to be hyperarticulated to the extent that it is likely to aid the listener in accurately and quickly recognizing the speaker’s message (see, e.g., Anderson, Bard, Sotillo, Newlands, & Doherty-Sneddon, 1997; Arnold, Kahn, & Pancani, 2012; Aylett & Turk, 2004; Bell et al., 2009; Bolinger, 1963; Bradlow & Alexander, 2007; Buz & Jaeger, 2012; Chafe, 1974; Clopper & Pierrehumbert, 2008; Hawkins & Warren, 1994; Lindblom, 1990).

However, it is less clear that listener-oriented models can account for our other findings. Firstly, we observed that the existence of a voicing competitor does not increase VOT, whereas increasing neighborhood density incrementally drives up VOT for a word’s initial consonant. Strict obedience to an ideal speaker model would only predict hyperarticulation inasmuch as the associated costs “buy” the listener something (e.g., making the target word less confusable), but it is unclear how hyperarticulation of the initial VOT of the word cone (which comes from a dense neighborhood, but does not have a voicing minimal pair) could make the target less confusable, especially when a speaker might lengthen an already 80+ ms VOT.

Secondly, perhaps the greatest challenge for listener-oriented models of speech production presented by our study’s results is that hyperarticulation appears even when the target is produced at the end of sentences where there is essentially no contextually plausible competitor (biased sentences with high Cloze probabilities). An efficient
speaker would certainly prefer not to hyperarticulate a word when no other competitors are plausible continuations. Thus, the lack of a neighborhood-density \times context interaction and robust effect of neighborhood-density in the follow-up test examining only targets produced in biased contexts further challenge this category of models; they predict that the presence of additional competitors in a word’s neighborhood should only warrant incremental lengthening of VOT to the extent that those competitors might be consistent with the context. Minimally, our results suggest that there are limits on the efficiency with which speakers pay the costs of hyperarticulation in such a model.

**Lexically-conditioned phonetic variation in context**

Our results suggest that all of a target’s neighbors compete during phonological encoding irrespective of contextual constraints. As already noted, this is consistent with work by Scarborough (2010), who found longer, more dispersed vowels in words from high-density neighborhoods and after unpredictable sentences, but found no evidence that context modulated neighborhood-conditioned hyperarticulation (see also Fricke, 2013). It is also consistent with Heller (2014) and with Heller and Goldrick (2015) who found no difference in neighborhood-driven competition effects in grammatically constraining contexts compared to unconstrained contexts (picture-naming after reading a sentence frame vs. picture-naming in isolation). This convergent lack of any evidence for an interaction between context and neighborhood effects on spoken word production suggests largely independent roles for context and neighborhood competition in driving phonetic variation in the production of spoken words.

Notably, some models predict that different contextual information sources (e.g., syntactic vs. semantic constraints) may differentially modulate lexical–phonological encoding during spoken word production (Dell et al., 2008; for review, see Heller, 2014). In particular, these models predict that grammatically incongruent words do not compete with the target during production while grammatical-but-implausible words do, allowing these models to explain why lexical speech error patterns (more specifically, phonologically related lexical error patterns) tend to preserve the syntactic category of the target word (Berndt, Mitchum, Haendiges, & Sandson, 1997; Fay & Cutler, 1977; Goldrick, Folk, & Rapp, 2010; Nooteboom, 1969), and why there is reduced interference from semantically-related distractors when the distractor is of a different syntactic category than the target (Alario, Matos, & Segui, 2004; Pechmann & Zerbst, 2002; Vigliocco, Vinson, & Siri, 2005). We neither directly tested nor controlled for a potential role for grammatical relationships among neighbors in mediating lexically-conditioned phonetic variation, but unpublished results by Heller (2014) suggest that the degree of hyperarticulation in a target’s vowel is influenced by how many of the target’s neighbors are members of the same syntactic category. However, neither our manipulation of words produced in isolation (as in Experiment 1) vs. context (as in Experiment 2) nor work by Heller and Goldrick (2015) support Dell et al.’s (2008) prediction that a preceding context should affect the extent to which a target’s neighbors compete with it for production.

**Neighborhood structure in spoken word production: Zooming in**

One remaining question regards the relative contributions of different neighbors to systematic variation in spoken word production. Baese-Berk and Goldrick’s (2009) work can be seen as an attempt to “zoom in” on neighborhood effects in spoken word production by proposing a special role for one individual neighbor’s contribution to a target’s articulation (see also Goldrick et al., 2013). To be sure, the present results cannot identify the relative contributions of individual neighbors to hyperarticulation, but we believe that it follows in the spirit of Baese-Berk and Goldrick (2009) by directly confronting questions about the conditions under which neighbors might influence a target word’s voicing. However, a full understanding of the rules governing whether, when, and to what extent particular neighbors influence target word production will only be possible once we articulate explicit models capable of characterizing these differences – a task that will require a more theoretically nuanced approach to phonological neighborhood density (e.g., Strand & Sommers, 2011).

Thus, although we argue that the modulation of VOT by neighbors other than voicing minimal pairs illustrates generalization of hyperarticulation processes in speech production, other types of specificity might well be built into the system. For instance, Fricke (2013) presents data suggesting that phonetic variation in the duration of the first segment of a word is modulated by the number of neighbors a target has which contrast in their onset, whereas variation in the duration of a target’s vowel exhibits hyperarticulation correlated with the number of neighbors which contrast on that segment. Fricke (2013) cites this as evidence for position-specificity in lexically-conditioned phonetic variation (see also Vitevitch, Ambruster, & Chu, 2004). As noted earlier, Heller (2014) and Heller and Goldrick (2014) posit that neighbors that are members of the same syntactic category as the target will contribute more to hyperarticulation of the target. In related work, Gahl (2008) argues that frequency-driven hyperarticulation depends on lexeme frequency in the production of homophones (e.g., thyme vs. time), a result that calls for another layer of specificity in lexically-conditioned phonetic variation. It remains unclear to what extent these factors and others might interact and/or whether they influence articulatory processes via the same mechanism(s).

Finally, it is worth noting that all of these factors relate to static features of a word and its relationships to other words in the lexicon. While this body of research may suggest that specific neighbors differentially modulate spoken word production, neither the present work nor previous work (Fricke, 2013; Heller, 2014; Heller & Goldrick, 2014; Scarborough, 2010) has offered evidence that context-dependent factors modulate the influence of phonological neighbors on target word production. This points toward
a key theoretical claim: that neighborhood effects on spoken word production depend on static features of the architecture of the lexicon and not on dynamic factors in language production. Of course, much work remains to investigate this issue more fully, but we hope that the present work calls attention to this category of questions, while also placing constraints on two proposed sources of such specificity.

Conclusion

The present results suggest that the articulatory implementation of a target word’s VOT is influenced by its phonological neighbors whether or not they differ from the target on voicing and irrespective of the target’s context. This lends support for models of spoken word production in which all of a target’s phonological neighbors’ word-forms are co-activated when the target’s is accessed, irrespective of their plausibility in context. The more words there are in a target’s neighborhood, the greater the degree of competition, the greater the target word-form’s activation level, and the greater the extent of hyperarticulation. Thus, global competition from a word’s neighborhood affects the implementation of voicing, suggesting that hyperarticulatory effects are generalized in spoken word production. Finally, contextual information can influence a word’s articulatory encoding, but it appears not to interfere with the influence of that word’s neighbors on its production. Together with previous work, these findings constrain models of spoken word production, first by placing limits on listener-oriented models of spoken word production that present hyperarticulation as a functional tool for reducing confusability (e.g., Lindblom, 1990) and, second, by challenging those cascading activation models which hold that phonological neighborhood dynamics are context-dependent (e.g., Dell et al., 2008).
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Appendix A. Target word stimuli – Experiments 1 and 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MP words</th>
<th>NMP words</th>
<th>Filler words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>peak (beak)</td>
<td>peel</td>
<td>bait</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pan (ban)</td>
<td>pants</td>
<td>book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>park (bark)</td>
<td>part</td>
<td>bag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peach (beach)</td>
<td>peace</td>
<td>church</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tent (dent)</td>
<td>test</td>
<td>dance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teen (dean)</td>
<td>teeth</td>
<td>date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>toe (dough)</td>
<td>toast</td>
<td>dice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>time (dime)</td>
<td>type</td>
<td>fish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coat (goat)</td>
<td>comb</td>
<td>gun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coast (ghost)</td>
<td>cone</td>
<td>guest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>card (guard)</td>
<td>car</td>
<td>hair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cash (gash)</td>
<td>cast</td>
<td>hand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendix B. Automated acoustic analysis – Algorithm & validation

B.1. Details of automated measurement algorithm

For each target stimulus, the VOT of the initial consonant was calculated by determining the elapsed time between two critical zero-crossings in the word’s recorded waveform using the algorithm below. Further information is available in online documentation (Mertus, 2014).

1. Onset of burst: the zero-crossing immediately preceding the burst of the initial consonant
   a. Specify a search window (“burst-search window”) of 200 ms prior to the onset of the extracted pitch contour.
   b. Compute the root-mean-square energy (RMSE) of the entire speech waveform. This RMSE value is smoothed (exact smoothing methods described in Mertus, 2014) and normalized (minimum = 0; maximum = 1), yielding a “transformed RMSE.”
   c. Identify the earliest time $t_b$ within the burst-search window at which the transformed RMSE exceeds 0.15.
   d. Mark the latest zero-crossing occurring before $t_b$ as the onset of the burst.

2. Onset of voicing: the zero-crossing closest to the onset of voicing
   a. Identify a candidate set of zero-crossings to consider. Extract pitch contour; identify peaks of waveform within the vowel; mark zero-crossings immediately preceding each of the peaks; choose 5 zero-crossings as candidates.
   b. Three independent methods each select the zero-crossing from among this candidate set that it most confidently predicts is the onset of voicing.
   i. Energy: Selects the candidate zero-crossing closest to the peak rise in energy, or the highest rate of change in the waveform’s energy.
ii. **Correlation:** Selects the candidate zero-crossing that best separates frication noise from periodicity. Specifically, it computes the correlation between waveform values of two adjacent pitch periods (of normalized window-lengths) and selects the zero-crossing with the smallest correlation of the values for the pitch period immediately before it and the pitch period immediately after it.

iii. **Count:** Selects the earliest candidate zero-crossing with fewer than 3 other zero-crossings within a 2 ms time range centered around the candidate zero-crossing.

c. **Enforce agreement criteria** exclude trials for which no two methods (b.i., b.ii., or b.iii.) converge on one candidate with a positive VOT measurement (duration separating onset of burst and onset of voicing).

### B.2. Details of discarded data

For a small number of trials (Experiment 1: 22 of 1440 = 1.5%; Experiment 2: 88 of 2880 = 3.1%), no VOT measurement was recorded because the automated system could not converge on a single positive VOT value, as described above. These trials were discarded prior to analysis.

Each word was repeated by a subject three times in each condition (3× total in Experiment 1; 6× total in Experiment 2). Take subject X in Experiment 1, for example. If one of X’s three productions of *coat* was discarded, that trial was not linked to any specific one of X’s three productions of *comb*. In such a case, X would simply have 2 VOT values for *coat* and 3 for *comb*. All tokens (that were not discarded) were included in the *lmer* analyses. It is worth noting that *lmer* analyses are robust to unequal numbers of observations in each cell (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008).

For all non-parametric type analyses, mean VOTs for every subject/word/condition cell were computed. It was never the case that all three trials of a given word (in a given condition) for a given subject were discarded. Therefore, when computing these mean VOTs, most cells had three VOTs contributing to that mean, a few had only one or two, but no cell had zero values. Table B.1 shows the distribution of discarded data in our experiments.

### B.3. Automated software validation methodology

In order to establish the reliability of the automated measures, the VOTs for all critical targets in Experiment 1 from seven subjects (35%) were measured by hand to compare against the automated VOT measurements. Out of the 504 manually measured VOTs (7 subjects × 24 words × 3 trials per word), 501 had corresponding automated measurements after discarding trials as described above. All validation analyses included manual and automated measurements for these 501 trials.

To determine whether MEASUREMENT-METHOD had an effect on VOT measurements, a linear mixed effects regression model included a fixed effect of MEASUREMENT-METHOD (a discrete factor with 2 levels: automated and manual), as well as random intercepts and slopes for each word. The results, as summarized in Table B.2, showed that automated measurements of each subject’s VOTs were not significantly different from manual measurements of the same VOTs.

All seven subjects data were combined for an overall test of MEASUREMENT-METHOD’s effect on VOT measurements. This model included a fixed effect of MEASUREMENT-METHOD and random intercepts and slopes for each word and each subject. The results showed that the method used to measure a VOT did not significantly influence the value obtained. It is notable that the standard error of the measurements of the automated system was not larger than the standard error of manual measurements (see Table B.2).

Finally, to test whether differences emerged by-condition, a linear mixed effect model identical to the one used in Experiment 1 was fit separately to the automated and manual VOT measurements for the 7 subjects. Results are summarized in Table B.3. Overall, the methods did not differ with respect to the pattern of effects that were found to be significant. This analysis confirmed that both measurement methods yielded similar statistical inferences.

Of the 501 pairs of automated/manual measurements, 53% of the automated measurements were within 2 ms of the manual measurement; 89% of them were within 6 ms. Automated measurements were longer than their

---

**Table B.1** Distribution of discarded data in Experiments 1 and 2. A cell in the experimental design summarizes the data for a subject/word/condition (20 subjects × 24 target words × 480 total cells per condition), and each cell could have 3, 2, 1 or 0 trials contributing to the cell’s mean, depending on the number of discarded trials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of trials contributing to cell mean</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 1 (Isolation: 480 cells)</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(95.8%)</td>
<td>(3.8%)</td>
<td>(0.4%)</td>
<td>(0%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 2 (Overall: 960 cells)</td>
<td>880</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(91.7%)</td>
<td>(7.5%)</td>
<td>(0.8%)</td>
<td>(0%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 2 (Neutral Contexts: 480 cells)</td>
<td>437</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(91.0%)</td>
<td>(7.9%)</td>
<td>(1.0%)</td>
<td>(0%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 2 (Biased Contexts: 480 cells)</td>
<td>443</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(92.3%)</td>
<td>(7.1%)</td>
<td>(0.6%)</td>
<td>(0%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Table B.2** Automated VOT measurement validation via comparison with manual measurements. Rows contain manually and automatically computed mean VOTs (standard error) for 7 subjects. Overall mean VOTs for each method average over subjects’ mean VOTs (standard error of subject means). The results of nested model comparisons testing the effect of MEASUREMENT-METHOD on VOT measurements for each subject and overall appear on the right.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Manual</th>
<th>Automated</th>
<th>Different?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subject 1</td>
<td>94 ms (2 ms)</td>
<td>94 ms (2 ms)</td>
<td>χ²(1) &lt; 0.01, p &gt; .99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject 2</td>
<td>94 ms (2 ms)</td>
<td>94 ms (2 ms)</td>
<td>χ²(1) = 0.03, p &gt; .87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject 3</td>
<td>77 ms (2 ms)</td>
<td>74 ms (2 ms)</td>
<td>χ²(1) = 0.80, p &gt; .37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject 4</td>
<td>97 ms (2 ms)</td>
<td>94 ms (2 ms)</td>
<td>χ²(1) = 1.53, p &gt; .21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject 5</td>
<td>95 ms (2 ms)</td>
<td>95 ms (2 ms)</td>
<td>χ²(1) = 0.09, p &gt; .76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject 6</td>
<td>81 ms (2 ms)</td>
<td>80 ms (2 ms)</td>
<td>χ²(1) = 0.20, p &gt; .65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject 7</td>
<td>89 ms (2 ms)</td>
<td>89 ms (2 ms)</td>
<td>χ²(1) = 0.05, p &gt; .81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>89 ms (3 ms)</td>
<td>89 ms (3 ms)</td>
<td>χ²(1) = 0.53, p &gt; .46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
corresponding manual measurements 47% of the time, shorter than them 50% of the time and identical for 3% of VOTs.

**Appendix C. Linear mixed effects regression**

**C.1. Motivation and distributional assumptions**

Our analyses make use of linear mixed effects regression (lmer) (see, e.g., Baayen et al., 2008), a parametric statistical technique that can simultaneously model both discrete and continuous fixed effects, crossed random effects (e.g., subjects and items), and can accommodate an unequal number of repeated observations in each condition. Although our model residuals were not normally distributed (as confirmed by Shapiro tests), and log-transforming the VOTs did not coerce the data into a normal distribution, simulations by Jacqmin-Gadda, Sibillot, Proust, Moline and Thiebaut (2007) suggest that inference on fixed effects parameters in linear mixed models is generally robust to non-Gaussian error distributions, especially when the random effects structure of the model includes random slopes, as is the case of our analyses (see below). Furthermore, all key results were confirmed with non-parametric type analyses (see main text).

**C.2. Implementation details, computation of p-values, and random effects structures**

Models were implemented using lmer, part of the lme4 package (Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 2014) in R (R Core Team, 2014).

**Fixed effects:** All continuous fixed effects (NEIGHBORHOOD-DENSITY, NHDdiff, TRIAL) were centered (mean = 0). TRIAL was normalized (making each experiment unit length). Discrete fixed effects (COMPETITOR-STATUS, CONTEXT) were deviation-coded (contrasts = [−1,1]; negative contrasts corresponded to NMP words and neutral sentence contexts). Each word’s density was retrieved using the IPhOD database (Vaden et al., 2009; cf. Vitevitch & Luce, 1999). Models were fit with restricted maximum likelihood (REML). The maxfun argument had to be increased for some models to achieve convergence. For each model, we report the following for each statistically significant effect: coefficient estimate (β), standard error of the estimate (SE), t-value (t = β/SE), χ² statistic from likelihood-ratio test (nested model comparison; described below), and associated p-value (cf. Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013).

**Random effects:** All models’ random effect structures included every random intercept/slope/interaction for subjects and for items that was motivated by the design (Barr et al., 2013). Specifically, as the design was within-subjects, by-subject random intercepts were included, as well as random slopes for all fixed main effects and interactions. Although the design was also within-items, “items” in our analyses represented item-pairs (e.g., coat/comb), not words (i.e., coat and comb shared a random intercept). Thus, by-item variance in the NEIGHBORHOOD-DENSITY effect was unidentifiable from by-item variance in the COMPETITOR-STATUS effect. Therefore, by-item random intercepts were always included, but some by-item random slopes were never included: NEIGHBORHOOD-DENSITY, NEIGHBORHOOD-DENSITY × CONTEXT, and their interactions with TRIAL. Similarly, because NHDdiff was item-defined, by-item slopes were excluded for NHDdiff and any interactions involving NHDdiff. Finally, random effects were not allowed to covary by-subject or by-item. Thus, models’ random effects structures were not maximal, but simulations suggest that this adjustment to achieve convergence does not hinder inference (Barr et al., 2013).

**Significance testing:** Significance levels (i.e., p-values) for fixed effects were computed via nested model comparison (Barr et al., 2013) implemented using anova in R (resulting χ² statistics are also reported). According to this technique, the p-value associated with a fixed effect indicates whether a model with that fixed effect accounts for significantly more variance in the dependent measure than the model without that effect. This is accomplished by comparing the two models’ fits (i.e., the log-likelihood of each model producing the observed data), and the improvement achieved by the model with the extra parameter is weighed against the penalty incurred for increased model complexity. The p-value we report reflects the significance level of a χ² test (df = 1) comparing the residuals of the two models. We encountered occasional convergence difficulties during model comparison due to refitting (with maximum-likelihood (ML) instead of REML; cf. Bates et al., 2014); these issues were resolved by fitting both models with ML prior to calling the anova function.

**Appendix D. Sentence context stimuli for critical items – Experiment 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tent:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Biased contexts:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During the camping trip, we slept in a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He needed help holding the poles to pitch the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The fancy wedding reception was held under a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Neutral contexts:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The elderly woman thought she could see an</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enormous</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued on next page)
The worried traveller yelled upon seeing the other
The lady caught a glimpse of the strange
test:
Biased contexts:
After failing the quiz, he needed to pass the
A study group crammed the night before the big
The SATs are a very important college admissions
Neutral contexts:
The young boy was excited about the
The popular gentleman did not know about the
Nobody wanted to talk with her about that
peak:
Biased contexts:
The exhausted climber had finally reached the
The mountaineer yearned to stand on the
The outdoorsman proudly planted his flag at the
Neutral contexts:
The curious scientist rigorously studied the interesting
The textbook chronicled the gradual changes in the
The class was captivated learning about the intriguing
peel:
Biased contexts:
A ripe banana has a bright yellow
When he finished eating his orange, he discarded the
In the movie, the silly man slipped on a
Neutral contexts:
The foreigner was unsure what to do with the
The worker neglected to throw away the old
It had been years since he had eaten a
cloak:
Biased contexts:
The model sported her stylish new fur
The geeky professor wore his favorite tweed
His finicky mother buttoned the young boy’s warm
Neutral contexts:
Only rarely had the fictional character touched the
unique
The artist had a lot of trouble drawing the
The detective suddenly noticed the suspiciously missing
comb:
Biased contexts:
The little girl gingerly held the barber’s
The elderly gentleman managed his hair with the
The editor examined the draft with a fine-toothed
Neutral contexts:
The traveler brought with her a new
Surprisingly, his friend owned a very similar
The smart storeowner sold him a second
teen:
Biased contexts:
The punk rocker was just another angsty
Between childhood and adulthood, someone is a
The elderly woman’s slow driving annoyed the
impatient
Neutral contexts:
She desperately wanted to sit down with the
The professor was offended by the actions of the
She apologized profusely after bumping into the
irritated
tooth:
Biased contexts:
The dentist announced that he would remove some
Children do anything possible to avoid brushing their
Evolving to eat meat, dogs have sharp canine
Neutral contexts:
The archaeologist dug up some apparently ancient
He carefully examined a number of artificial
The quirky collector became fascinated by the
toast:
Biased contexts:
For breakfast, the chef slathered jam on the
The best man clinked his glass before making his
The new appliance kept burning her wheat
Neutral contexts:
The woman was surprised to see the same
The photographer snapped a shot of the
The golden retriever puppy was eager to sniff the
time:
Biased contexts:
The hurried commuter checked his watch for the sixth
She anxiously twiddled her thumbs to pass the
The broken clock consistently told the wrong
Neutral contexts:
While reading aloud he mispronounced the word
The young boy could not find the
The child didn’t know how to spend the extra
type:
Biased contexts:
The editor set the title in boldface
He decided that the red-headed girl just wasn’t his
The patient had diabetes, but the doctor didn’t know
which
Neutral contexts:
The pastor was unsure if he had the right
The forgetful uncle proclaimed to be open to any
She doubted that he was really the
pan:
Biased contexts:
The cook fried an egg in the
The homemaker poured vegetable oil on the non-stick
Miners sifted for gold in the river using a metal

Neutral contexts:
The young mother was totally displeased with the
The consumer wanted to find out more about the
The popular magazine had an entire page about the
pants:

Biased contexts:
Though the boy preferred shorts, for church he wore
For the interview, he purchased new khaki
The neurotic businessman cautiously ironed his
pleated

Neutral contexts:
The store’s grand opening offered deals on typically
pricey
Her eyes were drawn to the flamboyant, brightly
colored
The picky customer was unimpressed by the mail-
ordered

park:

Biased contexts:
The happy lovers took an evening stroll through the
Dozens of kids enjoyed a sunny day at the
There were beautiful vistas all through the national

Neutral contexts:
Researchers were interested in the organisms living in the
The cute puppy was not intimidated by the loud
The new invasive beetle was rapidly destroying the
part:

Biased contexts:
The mechanic couldn’t fix the truck without the missing
While building his bike, the cyclist ordered a needed
The final scene of the romantic comedy was her favorite

Neutral contexts:
The frazzled bartender looked everywhere for the lost
The poor family struggled to afford the essential
It is rare that someone would find a loose

peach:

Biased contexts:
The most famous fruit grown in Georgia is the
The boy thought the nectarine was just an unripened
The cobbler would have been perfect with one more juicy

Neutral contexts:
The mayor posed for a picture next to the award-winning
The local journalist wrote an article about the now-famous
The chemist took some measurements while studying the

peace:

Biased contexts:
Arms are generally downsized during periods of
The warring countries finally signed an accord for
Rather than disturb the grave, she let the body rest in

Neutral contexts:
The engineer desperately just wanted to have some
The clinician spent many hours praying fervently for
They had forgotten what it was like to experience

coast:

Biased contexts:
Boston, Philadelphia and Orlando are along the eastern
The boat threw down its anchor a mile off the coast
Fishing and seaside tourism bolster local economies on the

Neutral contexts:
The artist’s painting was his rendition of the well-known
He was interested in what townspeople thought of the
Late at night, the young boy dreamed about the forgotten

cone:

Biased contexts:
The child ordered his ice cream in a waffle
To guide drivers into the lane, there was an orange cone
A pointed, three-dimensional shape with a round base is a

Neutral contexts:
Standing in line, the child decided he would order a
The construction worker brought along with him a single
The office building downtown is shaped like a

card:

Biased contexts:
The referee had unfairly given the soccer player a red card
The Hallmark store had the perfect Mother’s Day card
The ambitious consultant handed the analyst his business card

Neutral contexts:
A shopper in the aisle of the supermarket saw a card
The woman immediately ran out to go find another card
She was embarrassed not to have noticed the card

car:

Biased contexts:
A sleazy salesman sold the gullible new driver the used
Because she was speeding, the policeman pulled over her
With some difficulty, he learned to drive the car

Neutral contexts:
She sat gazing out her window at the car
He wasn’t quite sure how to work the brand new car
Forty research participants filled out a survey about the car

(continued on next page)
cash:

**Biased contexts:**
The robber waited by the ATM to steal unfortunate people's money. Some patrons had credit and debit, but couldn't pay with their cards.

**Neutral contexts:**
Game show winners can take the prize or its value in cash.

**cast:*

**Biased contexts:**
The television drama had a new actor added to its cast who played a heavy role.

**Neutral contexts:**
The movie premiere featured the director and the entire cast.
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